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Introduction



Motivation
▪Global: greater emphasis on DC (choice of benefits), but some DB 

systems considering greater flexibility 

• Australia: compulsion and defaults in accumulation to build balances, 
choice in decumulation (mainly account-based pension, small lump 
sum, very little annuitization) => policy intention to increase 
annuitization 



Australians unaware of life annuities and their features
From a ‘representative’ survey of 920 superannuation fund members aged 50-75* 

Q1: Have you ever heard of a product called a life annuity?  
 37% had never heard of a product called a LIFE ANNUITY 

Q2: If you buy a life annuity your account balance will go up and down with 
the financial markets.  
 Only 8% knew that the account balance did not go up and down with the  
financial markets 

Q3: Income from a life annuity will last your whole life, regardless of how 
long you live.  
 Only 22% knew that a life annuity will ‘last your whole life’

*Agnew, Bateman and Thorp (2013) 



Little voluntary annuitization globally
▪Lifecycle models suggest large utility gains from lifetime annuities (Maurer 

et al 2013 and others) 
 …………..  but low observed demand  

▪Explanations: Demand (rational, behavioural), Supply, Regulatory 

▪Demand-side behavioural literature 
̶Defaults (Benartzi et al 2011) and heuristics (Bateman et al 2017) 

─Framing (Agnew et al 2008, Brown et al 2018, Bockweg et al 2017) 

─Endowment effect (Bockweg et al 2017) 

─Financial competence and effort (Bateman et al 2018) 

─Complexity and choice bracketing (gap WTP and WTA)                                           
(Brown et al 2017, 2019)

Intentions to 
purchase

Valuation



We aim to investigate the impact of alternative strategies to help 
people understand and value life annuities 

▪Framing of product information (Nudge) 

▪Opportunities to learn about products, access to online 
calculator to illustrate impact of decision (Boost)                                                             
(Motivated by Hertwig & Grune-Yanoff, 2017)  

▪Also interested in the role of institutional setting (Australia, 
Netherlands) as a reference point 

Hertwig R and T Grüne-Yanoff (2017), Nudging or Boosting: Steering or Empowering Good Decisions, 
Perspectives on Psychological Science.  

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1745691617702496
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1745691617702496
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1745691617702496


Australia 
▪ General revenue financed 

Age Pension (means-
tested) 

▪ Mandatory superannuation 
guarantee 

• DC 

• choice of benefit: 
lump sum, phased 
withdrawal, annuity 

▪ Voluntary saving

The Netherlands 
▪ Non-contributory public 

pension 

▪ Mandatory pension 
coverage 

• DB 
• Benefits paid as life-

time pensions 

▪ Voluntary saving

Pension systems in Australia and the Netherlands – many 
similarities, but differences in decumulation



Experimental survey design



Designed experimental survey to elicit understanding/perceptions and 
valuation of life annuities 
Conducted online in July 2017 in Australia and the Netherlands (Survey Sampling International) 

▪ 1,000 Australians (in English), 1,003 Dutch (in Dutch) 
▪ Employed or partner employed; 50-64 (relevant choice) 
▪ +/- 30 mins, paid (A$7/5 Euro) + bonus $/Euro for quiz 

Survey structure 
1. Screening (age, gender, employment status, household income [4]) 
2. Experimental task: i). perceptions of life annuity vs. withdrawal product,    ii). valuation 

of life annuity 
─Between subjects: country (2), marital status (2), income (4), information framing (4: 

consumption gain/loss, investment gain/loss), endowment (2: WTP/ WTA) 
─Within subjects: 6 choice tasks differ by benchmark allocation to annuity – endowment effect 

3. Covariate collection – demographics, preferences, financial capability, personality traits, health, 
SLE 

 



Experimental Task – 4 components

1) Present Framed product information (lifetime annuity: Lifetime 
Guaranteed Income Product AND drawdown product: Flexible 

Account Product) 

2) Read Neutral detailed information, incentivized product 
knowledge quiz 

3) Elicit understanding & perceptions (risk, control) of products  

4) Elicit value of annuity product using iMPLs (6 choice tasks), 
access to online calculator 

 



1) Four information frames for each product: consumption gain/loss, investment gain/
loss – eg ‘framed’ summary description for ‘Lifetime Guaranteed Income’ product 

Consumption gain 
This product provides guaranteed income for your regular expenses for as long 
as you and your partner live. The more you buy of this product the more you 
have for regular expenditures for the rest of your life.  

Investment loss 
This product doesn’t allow you to take any risk. If the financial markets perform 
well the value of the product will not increase. If you and your partner die 
early then you get less than you paid for. The less you buy of this product the 
less you gain when you live long. 



2) Neutral detailed information



2) Incentivized product knowledge quiz 



3) Elicit perceptions of products: understanding, risk, control

• How risky do you think the xx product is? 
• How much control do you think you have with the xxx product?



4) Choice tasks using iMPL to elicit valuation of Lifetime Guaranteed Income 
product vs. Flexible Account product   

Random assignment to [WTP, WTA]  
• Explain iMPL using example 

• Six choice sets (randomized) ! 6 benchmark portfolios (Option A/Option B)  
─100% annuitization [1] vs. 2/3 annuitization [2/3] 

─1 vs. 1/3 

─1 vs. 0 

─2/3 vs. 1/3 

─2/3 vs. 0 

─1/3 vs. 0 

Access to Online Calculator to illustrate impact of choice 

 



Calculator available to assist with iMPL choice 
task



4. iMPL choice 
task



4. iMPL choice 
task Repeat FRAMED  

product information



4. iMPL choice 
task Repeat FRAMED  

product information

Select first row, 
prefer B to A



4. iMPL choice 
task Repeat FRAMED  

product information

Select first row, 
prefer B to A

Retirement calculator 
to assist choice



4. iMPL choice 
task

Stage 2: refine 
choice - with 4 
more sets of 
choices between 
rows 2 and 3 

Switching point in 
Stage 2 is mapped 
to money’s worth 
! how much 
they are willing to 
pay/accept



Results



Regressions
▪Perceptions:  

OLS: Dep. var = difference in likert scores for ‘understanding’, ‘risk’, 
‘control’. 

Variables of interest: framing, institutional setting; financial capabilities; 
engagement + Controls (demographics, preferences, health, personality etc)    

▪Valuation:  

Panel regression: Dep. var = log money’s worth ratio (implied by switching 
point in iMPL)   

Variables of interest: framing, institutional setting; endowment effect 
(WTP/WTA), financial capabilities; liquidity (of benchmark portfolios); 
engagement + Controls (demographics, preferences, health, personality etc)   



Engagement variable

A participant is ‘less engaged’ (LOW) if: 

─makes 3 or more mistakes in the product knowledge 
quiz; or 

─within 10% fastest survey completions



Perceptions of Lifetime Guaranteed Income vs. Flexible Account product  
 OLS: Dep. var = difference in likert scores for ‘understanding’, ‘risk’, ‘control’  

Understand (LGI-FA) Riskiness (FA-LGI) Control (LGI-FA)

NL AU Total NL AU Total NL AU Total

Institutional setting:       
Australian

-ve*** -ve*** -ve***

Australian x LOW +ve** +ve***

Information framing:   Gain 
frame

+ve** +ve*** +ve*** -ve*

Consumption frame -ve**

Gain frame x LOW -ve*** -ve**

Consumption frame x LOW

Financial capabilities:      SA 
Fin Lit

-ve**

Fin Lit +ve** +ve*** +ve*** -ve* -ve*** -ve***

Numeracy +ve*** +ve*** +ve*** -ve*** -ve*** -ve***

SA Fin Lit x LOW +ve* +ve* +ve** -ve**



Perceptions of Lifetime Guaranteed Income vs. Flexible Account product  
Strong country/institutional effects for familiar product – except less engaged

Understand (LGI-FA) Riskiness (FA-LGI) Control (LGI-FA)

NL AU Total NL AU Total NL AU Total

Institutional setting:       
Australian

-ve*** -ve*** -ve***

Australian x LOW +ve** +ve***

Information framing:   Gain 
frame

+ve** +ve*** +ve*** -ve*

Consumption frame -ve**

Gain frame x LOW -ve*** -ve**

Consumption frame x LOW

Financial capabilities:      SA 
Fin Lit

-ve**

Fin Lit +ve** +ve*** +ve*** -ve* -ve*** -ve***

Numeracy +ve*** +ve*** +ve*** -ve*** -ve*** -ve***

SA Fin Lit x LOW +ve* +ve* +ve** -ve**



Perceptions of Lifetime Guaranteed Income vs. Flexible Account product  
Framing only relevant to Dutch: gain frame assists understanding (except less engaged)  

 Understand (LGI-FA) Riskiness (FA-LGI) Control (LGI-FA)

NL AU Total NL AU Total NL AU Total

Institutional setting:       
Australian

-ve*** -ve*** -ve***

Australian x LOW +ve** +ve***

Information framing:   Gain 
frame

+ve** +ve*** +ve*** -ve*

Consumption frame -ve**

Gain frame x LOW -ve*** -ve**

Consumption frame x LOW

Financial capabilities:      SA 
Fin Lit

-ve**

Fin Lit +ve** +ve*** +ve*** -ve* -ve*** -ve***

Numeracy +ve*** +ve*** +ve*** -ve*** -ve*** -ve***

SA Fin Lit x LOW +ve* +ve* +ve** -ve**



Perceptions of Lifetime Guaranteed Income vs. Flexible Account product  
Financial Literacy and numeracy skills assists understanding of insurance features  

Understand (LGI-FA) Riskiness (FA-LGI) Control (LGI-FA)

NL AU Total NL AU Total NL AU Total

Institutional setting:       
Australian

-ve*** -ve*** -ve***

Australian x LOW +ve** +ve***

Information framing:   Gain 
frame

+ve** +ve*** +ve*** -ve*

Consumption frame -ve**

Gain frame x LOW -ve*** -ve**

Consumption frame x LOW

Financial capabilities:      SA 
Fin Lit

-ve**

Fin Lit +ve** +ve*** +ve*** -ve* -ve*** -ve***

Numeracy +ve*** +ve*** +ve*** -ve*** -ve*** -ve***

SA Fin Lit x LOW +ve* +ve* +ve** -ve**



Valuation: distribution of money’s worth of Lifetime Guaranteed Income 
Product (annuity) from 2,003 participants in 6 within-subject treatments



Summary statistics: Average logged money’s worth of annuities by population sub-
group – show substantial heterogeneity

Full sample Low engaged Engaged
Institutional setting:

Australia -0.017* 0’031 -0.029***
Netherlands 0.011 -0.021 0.019*

Endowment:                   WTP -0.088*** -0.144*** -0.074***
WTA 0.082*** 0.163*** 0.063***

Framing:                          Gain 0.013 0.071*** -0.000
Loss -0.019** -0.056*** -0.010

Consumption 0.004 -0.021 0.010
Investment -0.010 0.028 -0.021**

Gender:                        Female -0.020** -0.015 -0.021**
Male 0.013 0.021 0.010

Marital status:             Single 0.086*** 0.065** 0.092***
Couple -0.044*** -0.026 -0.048***



Summary statistics: Average logged money’s worth of annuities by population sub-
group

Full sample Low engaged Engaged
Institutional setting:

Australia -0.017* 0’031 -0.029***
Netherlands 0.011 -0.021 0.019*

Endowment:                   WTP -0.088*** -0.144*** -0.074***
WTA 0.082*** 0.163*** 0.063***

Framing:                          Gain 0.013 0.071*** -0.000
Loss -0.019** -0.056*** -0.010

Consumption 0.004 -0.021 0.010
Investment -0.010 0.028 -0.021**

Gender:                        Female -0.020** -0.015 -0.021**
Male 0.013 0.021 0.010

Marital status:             Single 0.086*** 0.065** 0.092***
Couple -0.044*** -0.026 -0.048***



Money’s worth ratio regressions - 1 
dep var: logged money’s worth ratio 

Netherlands Australia Sample
Institutional settings
Australian -0.012     (-0.34)
Australian LOW 0.128**  (2.03)
Endowment effect
WTP treatment -0.146***  (-3.80) -0.140***  (-3.39) -0.132***  (-4.68)
WTP treatment LOW -0.106        (-1.18) -0.246*** (-2.79) -0.197***  (-3.17)
Information framing
Gain framing 0.035      (0.90) -0.022      (-0.53) 0.007      (0.27)
Consumption framing 0.011      (0.28) 0.014       (0.35) 0.014      (0.50)
Gain framing LOW 0.100      (1.06) 0.038      (0.43) 0.089      (1.40)
Cons. framing LOW -0.073      (-0.78) -0.082      (-0.93) -0.088      (-1.38)

Institutional setting not  
signif except low 
engaged
Product endowment 
important for 
valuation BUT being 
well informed 
reduces the 
endowment effect

Valuation unaffected 
by information 
framing



Money’s worth ratio regressions - 2 
dep var: logged money’s worth ratio 

Netherlands Australia Sample
Financial capabilities
SA Fin Lit -0.018     (-0.92) 0.001     (0.05) -0.008     (-0.53)
Fin Lit 0.034      (1.13) 0.015     (0.49) 0.026     (1.18)
Numeracy -0.035      (1.62) -0.002     (-0.08) -0.018     (-1.16)
SA Fin Lit LOW -0.014    (-0.51) 0.066**  (2.41) 0.014      (0.74)
Fin Lit LOW -0.089     (-1.63) -0.038     (-0.67) -0.065*    (-1.68)
Numeracy LOW 0.123*** (2.69) -0.007     (-0.13) -0.063*   (1.84)
Liquidity (Base 1:2/3)
1:1/3 -0.026      (-1.49)   0.038** (1.97) -0.020      (-1.20)
1:0 -0.016      (-0.85)     0.021     (1.08) -0.024      (-1.38)
2/3:1/3 -0.015      (-0.75)    0.037*    (1.76) -0.015      (-0.81)
2/3:0 -0.019      (-0.92)     0.034     (1.59) -0.019      (-1.03)
1/3:0 -0.046**  (-2.06)    0.003      (0.13) -0.048** (-2.46)

Financial capabilities 
not important for the 
engaged 

Helps less engaged 
value annuities

Australians: willing to 
pay more for income if 
they keep some 
liquidity 



Money’s worth ratio regressions – other results 

Higher value for Lifetime Guaranteed Income Product (annuity): 
• Perceptions (annuity having lower risk, more control) 
• Income (Australians);  
• Savings habit (Australians); Patience (Dutch) 
• Single 
Lower value for Lifetime Guaranteed Income Product (annuity): 
• Homeowner (Dutch) 
• Self assessed planning knowledge (Australian) 

Risk preference, Health & SLE variables insignificant



Discussion



Discussion

Nudges – such as information framing (consumption/investment; 
gain/loss) influence ‘perceptions’ of life annuities and drawdown 
products (Dutch), but not valuation 

Financial capabilities – important for product perceptions, but not 
valuation (except for the ‘less’ engaged) 

Institutional setting (Dutch/Australian) – important for product 
perceptions, but not valuation (except for the ‘less’ engaged)



Discussion
Endowment effect – very important for valuation (gap between WTP and WTA 
significantly lower for ‘engaged’ participants – who took time with survey and 
scored well in product quiz) ! Boost helps with valuation 
Liquidity – important for Australians ! willing to pay more for annuities if 
keep some liquidity 

Policy implications: 

• Product framing – Nudge - and enhancing financial capabilities can assist 
product understanding and perceptions of insurance features of annuities 

• Provision of multiple opportunities to learn about products – and 
implications of purchase (via online calculator) – Boost - assist product 
valuation 

• Australians prepared to pay more for annuities if part of a hybrid product 



Questions



Some detailed slides



Perception of Lifetime Guaranteed Income Product vs. Flexible Account 
product 
Strong country/institutional effects: for familiar product – except less engaged



Perception of Lifetime Guaranteed Income Product vs. Flexible Account 
product 
Framing only relevant to Dutch: gain frame assists understanding (except less 
engaged)



Perception of Lifetime Guaranteed Income Product vs. Flexible Account 
product 
Fin Lit and numeracy skills assists understanding of insurance features 



Product perceptions – other results

▪Perceived better understanding of LGI product: higher household income; 
non-homeowner (Australian); better self-assessed health; less willingness to 
take financial risk; lower conscientious score (Australian); being male 
(Australian); fewer children 

▪Perception that LGI product is less risky than FA product: higher household 
income (Dutch); lower wealth; higher SLE (Australian); less willingness to take 
financial risk (Dutch), Education (Bachelor degree)    

▪Perception that LGI product provides more control than FA product: 
expectation to outlive partner (Australian); less willingness to take financial 
risk (Australian); not having a Bachelor degree (Dutch)


